How did science, especially the scientific experiment, gain and maintain its epistemo logical and cultural authority in modern China? How and why did scientists form a group identity and guard their institutional and intellectual status? How did science become part of public discourse? To explore these questions, this chapter examines an important but largely forgotten scientific debate in Republican China-the contro versy over "spontaneous generation" in the 1930s. The controversy began with a pam phlet written by a doctor based in Guangzhou reporting his "successful" experiments on spontaneous gen eration. Living organisms apparently arose from nonliving mate rial. Several faculty members at the Zhongshan University were incensed by his claim and responded vigorously. Soon both sides were engaged in a series of public debates, exhibits, and experiments. Emotions ran high. Local newspapers and national maga zines were mobilized. Government authorities were involved. In describing and ana lyzing this episode, I focus on several issues regarding science and its context in Republican China, especially science and the public, science as cultural authority, and science and national politics.
On June 27, 1933, shortly after 9 a.m., in the assembly hall of Zhongshan Uni versity in Guangzhou, an audience of about one thousand gathered. A dozen or so distinguishedlooking men entered the hall and sat in the front. The hall was buzzing with anticipation and excitement. A quarter before ten, a gentle man with his entourage arrived. After the routine ceremony, the chairman announced the purpose and procedure of this public meeting. He then invited the gentleman who had just arrived to take the stage and report the process by which he had made his discovery, which the latter did. Then, one by one, the men seated in the front stood up and challenged him with questions peppered with scientific terminology; some questions were long, others short, and many sharply worded. At one point, one of the speakers showed a large image of a pearshaped arthropod and clusters of pealike objects. Throughout the pro cess, the gentleman who was being questioned either remained silent or replied curtly in an attitude of defiance and suppressed indignation. Most of the audience looked on with intense interest; from time to time, they cheered or roared in laughter. The questions and answers went on for several hours. Not until 1 p.m. was the meeting brought to a close.1
This showdown highlighted a scientific controversy in Republican China that has largely been forgotten. The controversy over spontaneous generation in the early 1930s should be considered one of the most significant controver sies over science in the Republican period. It shared some similarities with but was also distinct from other major public debates over science at the time. The best known of them, the debate over science and the philosophy of life in the 1920s, involved many prominent intellectuals, and the exchanges continued for a couple of years in newspapers and magazines.2 That debate clustered around prominent problems in the search for the cultural identity of China, and for this reason, it received a good deal of attention at the time and has been a noted episode in modern Chinese intellectual history. However, it was really a debate among intellectuals about the ideology and cultural authority of science. Few trained scientists, other than Ding Wenjiang (丁文江), took part in the debate; it is not surprising that the many studies of the debate have revealed little about the scientific community and scientific practice in Repub lican China.3 In comparison, the controversy over spontaneous generation combined in depth scientific discussions and broad public participation. Ostensibly, the debate was about particular scientific theories and scientific experiments, and most of the key participants were highly trained scientists. And yet the contro versy was not limited to the laboratories or tucked away in specialized science journals. On the contrary, it involved a range of historical actors and took place in various public forums. Moreover, it engaged with important issues in the intellectual life of Republican China-the search for China's intellectual and cultural identity, the formation of scientific institutions and communities, the intersections of national and international intellectual currents, the regional and national politics permeating the intellectual communities, and the epis temic and cultural authority of science.4 Therefore, the controversy provides a wideangle view of certain prominent aspects in the cultural history of science in Republican China. First, the practice of science in a particular social and
